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Representation theory is a branch of mathematics that studies abstract algebraic structures by representing
their elements as linear transformations of vector spaces, and studies modules over these abstract algebraic
structures. In essence, a representation makes an abstract algebraic object more concrete by describing its
elements by matrices and the algebraic operations in terms of matrix ...
Representation theory - Wikipedia
Branches of group representation theory. The representation theory of groups divides into subtheories
depending on the kind of group being represented.
Group representation - Wikipedia
Recently, there has been substantial progress on the Alperin weight conjecture. As a step to establish the
Alperin weight conjecture for all finite groups, we prove the inductive blockwise Alperin weight condition for
simple groups of classical type under some additional assumption.
Representation Theory authors/titles "new.RT" - arXiv
If the pdf files are placed in the same directory, some links will work between files (you may have to get the
correct version and rename it, e.g., get AG510.pdf and rename it AG.pdf).
Course Notes -- J.S. Milne
1 1. What Is Knot Theory? Why Is It In Mathematics? In this chapter, we briefly explain some elementary
foundations of knot theory. In 1.1,
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